
JTEKT is a Fortune Global 2000 company. At its Koyo Bearings division in

Greenville, S.C., different product development labs used multiple legacy

software systems to manage workflow requests.

As a result, engineers requesting tests had to rely on spreadsheets, printouts, and in-person

interactions to manage the process. The result was data silos, a lack of historical data,

manual reports, and overall inefficiency. Engineers and IT investigated off-the-shelf software

products, but realized that none would address the divergent needs of the various labs.

Because IT was overloaded with other projects, it asked application engineer Eric Dusel to

work across multiple divisions to create a cross-functional team including engineers, lab

managers, business analysts, and IT to design and architect the custom enterprise software.

This team led the investigation into potential vendors and after determining that they

couldn’t achieve key requirements with off-the-shelf software brought in Worthwhile.

Worthwhile consulted with this stakeholder team to develop the business case and technical

architecture and budget so the project could receive the necessary approval.

Worthwhile built a flexible business application that, at launch, allows 100+ users and eight

labs to create customized workflow processes, and launched it in JTEKT’s secure in-house

hosting environment without a hitch.

The project was viewed as a major success internally, with additional business units asking

to get on board even before launch in 2nd quarter 2017. JTEKT expects to increase the user

base from 100 up to 500 users within the next 12 months with no additional licensing fees

for this custom solution.
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PROJECT LEAD ERIC DUSEL

“Worthwhile was able to assess our culture and build a program that

works across multiple groups, labs, and divisions. The fact that the

solution can transcend product lines, lab-specific requirements, and

various document types is impressive.”

PROJECT SUMMARY

JTEKT is a Fortune Global 2000 company. Its Koyo Bearings division, based in

Greenville, S.C., built an internal business application to manage the process

of requesting tests and prototypes with 8 product development labs across

South Carolina and Michigan.
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ROI

▪ Project cut employee time on communication in half and freed up key

employees for higher value innovation work. This created full ROI in less than

15 months.

▪ JTEKT has also experienced the value of reusable code that a custom

solution brings. Worthwhile was able to leverage some of this code base for

a separate sales estimation application, reducing costs for the new application

by 40% and increasing speed to market by three months.
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